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T H E  F E E L  G O O D  F L O R I S T

Flowers play such a huge part in reflecting the beauty
and spirit of your wedding day. I provide a free
consultation with my couples to discuss what is
important to you. Whether you already have Pinterest
boards full of ideas or are starting with a blank canvas
I like to cover every detail to make you a floral
wedding package as individual and beautiful as the
flowers themselves.

Let's begin...
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You've set a date...
You have your venue booked and now you are ready for
the next steps on your wedding planning journey. After
you get in touch via the contact form or call planner on
my website I will then arrange a 30 minute consultation
over the phone to discuss all your ideas and we can start
to work on the vision of your big day. I'll ask you to send
me in advance any images you have collected from
Pinterest, Instagram or online ready for our discussion. Of
course if you don't have any images to share this will be
fine, a blank canvas is always very exciting.

T H E  F E E L  G O O D  F L O R I S T

I'll then create a bespoke floral presentation based on
what we have discussed with a mood board and
breakdown of all costings and services. A deposit of £225
(15% of minimum spend) needs to be made to secure your
date. This will then be taken off your final bill.
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Before your big day...
For any weddings booked a year or more in advance, I will have a catch
up call 6 months before your wedding date, here we can discuss in more
detail your requirements for the day and if you would like a venue visit.
Then I will arrange a final phone call 6 weeks prior to your wedding day
to confirm everything and make any final changes. I will also confirm
delivery details for the bridal party, groomsmen and ceremony and/or
venue. Then final payment shall be made. I will then get in touch with
your venue to make sure everything goes exactly to plan.

T H E  F E E L  G O O D  F L O R I S T
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T H E  F E E L  G O O D  F L O R I S T

On the day
I will deliver the bridal/grooms party flowers first
thing in the morning to where you are getting ready
. Then set up at the ceremony space and venue. If
your venue requires me for the turn around to re-
arrange after the ceremony I can stay on site to do
this also.

The Morning after I will return to the venue to
collect any vases, stands, candle vases etc
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As all weddings are different, so are the prices. Here is a rough guide as to what expect for the most popular
requirements in order to set a realistic budget. Minimum Spend on florals starting at £1500 for 2025

Price List

Wedding Party Price starting at

Bridal Bouquet £130+

Bridesmaid Bouquet £60+

Flower Girl Wand/Hoop/Posy £25+

Traditional Buttonhole £10.50

Pocket Buttonhole £20

Ladies Magnet/Wrist corsage £12/£20

Floral Hair comb £30+

Flower Crowns £40+

Venue Price starting at

Arches £800+

Aisle Floral Meadows £50+

Flowers on tall metal stand £130 large/ £100 Medium

Cake meadow
*Please note I do not provide florals for

putting in or on the cake

£250+

Top table/Mantelpiece Arrangement £200+ per m

Floral Bowls £65+

Bud/Bottle Vases £6/8

Candle hire available £3+

*Larger arrangements and bespoke designs quoted individually

Travel, Set-up, Turnaround, next day collection fee - Starting at £200 (£1 per

mile added if further than 20miles)



Website
www.thefeelgoodflorist.com

Email Address
hello@thefeelgoodflorist.com

Phone Number
07513908515

CONTACT DETAILS
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